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We showed you how psychic surgery is done, how the blood and tissue is palmed into the
phony operation. And we showed you the lab report that confirmed the blood that
appeared during the surgeries was indeed, chicken blood, chicken blood. The Reverend
Don flesner, who sponsored the visit by the two Filipino mystics told us that's part of the
miracle. It's a miraculous transformation of human matter into chicken matter. And it's
happened every single time the American Medical Association has seized these purported
human body parts in the Philippines and taken them back to the US for analysis. They've
seen them in boxes, they lock them, they carry them on the plane, they eyeball them, they
got the laboratory, and they've been transmitted, transmitted to what? chicken fat or no
one seems to know exactly when this transmutation takes place. as best we can
determine it's human when it's removed from the patient during surgery. But sometime
before the investigative reporter gets into the lab for analysis, it's magic. transmuted into
chicken. Reverend flesner doesn't understand why we can't come right. It was researched
and together again what we do comprehend as the amount of money involved. critically
ill patients brought thousands of dollars to these surgeons hoping to be cured 400
patients $45 a crack more than $17,000 for a weekend's work. And Reverend flesner got
some to probably 1000 and I'm sharing that with somebody who's was experienced and
working with with him. Yeah. bayla Scheiber went through the surgery over the weekend.
He's the head of a local group of skeptics who were very interested in what was going on,
Bayless as a psychic surgeon didn't miss a beat and trying to increase his business as a
good salesman. He says, Are you coming back again? And I smiled, and I said, Well, I have
to go out and meditate on that. Denver proved to be fertile ground for the psychic
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surgeons, were told there's a good chance they'll be back. But we're also told Channel
Nine will probably not be welcoming few Your Healing Sessions. This is Ward Lucas nine
news.
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